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daniel laurence(20/12/94)
 
Well people describe me as fun, kind, loyal and well other stuff like that. I
describe myself as simple, happy and lonely but id rather let others decide my
fate and personality rather than try to change for 'the best'. I love my poetry i
seem to have have trouble crying and expressing my emotions so poetry is a
good outlet also i think im rather good at it
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A Day With The Snow
 
A park of winter in the thickest layer of snow
The emptyness fills the area
 
But solumness and peace still wonder
 
Pavemnet of ice slides the vistitors around
The grass now barely visable
 
A large patch of peace disturbed softness
This now holds home to a snowman
Still holding the echos of childrens laughter
 
The office workers with a coffee break of chatter
As they walk in the pairs of their bussiness talks
And as they leave for the night
The day will continue
 
Until midnight where the frost settles
Once again to reunite with the grass
 
Making another snowy day ahead
 
daniel laurence
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As The Night Draws In
 
The night drew in, the moon lowered hiding from the world
Passion consumed with the lust of love
A night of power and joy
Pleasure and relief
Sensitive music and scented candles to set a mood
New sheets soon to be dirtied and defiled as pleasure consumes the conscious
mind
 
Lips met one time, then twice and then more often as the night moved on
Heat of lust becoming apparent as the sweat started to flow
 
The act of sex upon them now
Who will take the lead?
Who will dominate and who will follow?
They knew soon enough as one of them proceeded to get on all fours
But before the act began a kiss short on sweet from his lips to his
 
The pleasure began, intense it began to come
Stereotypes and worries replaced by pleasure and lust
They're conscious minds giving away control
 
Time drew on and pleasure intensified
A climax was near
One man's love for another
The others lust for the man
The act of love and lust was almost over
The Climax had been delivered and enjoyed by both men
 
Upon they're dirty sheets they lay
Exhausted but happy of their night of joy
In love now they sleep
Ready soon for their next night of lust.
 
daniel laurence
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Forever
 
Imaterial everything
imaterial soul
your soul is everything you are
everything you are is your personality
your personality is your actions
and your actions are from your fate
 
you can control all
but you cant control any of them
they can effect your future but not your past
but the past is what defines your future
make your choice now
 
everything can effect you
where as nothing can
emotions can control you
control your soul
its imaterial
there forever
leaving you never
 
daniel laurence
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I Will Stand No More.
 
After it all I didn't know you.
You didn't know how far I'd go
I didn't know how far you'd been
I wish I'd had noticed
You hid it all so well
And yet I still feel I should have seen
 
Those long nights where I'd hold you
I loved you and always will
You loved me or so I thought
You loved many others
And I feel selfish
If I'd shared I may still have you
 
I want someone to tell me it was my fault
At the end you'd changed to much
I should of known sooner
I had all the signs
I had passion and respect
I didn't have enough
I could never give you enough love
 
I stood against it all with you
The drugs, the lying, the cheating
I almost feel selfish thinking of myself
But what can I do now
I thought I'd caught it
But I leant you can't stop your determination
 
You beat me you win
You've got what you want
You get the attention you crave
The different guys, the different drugs and the good times
Do as you will the battle is over
I'm defeated and my happiness is somewhere I can't go
 
I can only say goodbye
I will see you in my memories
In the good and the bad
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I hope someone can give you what I couldn't
And I hope you can love them like I did you
When your love for me was your biggest lie
 
Nehemiah built a stone wall and it stood
Mine slumped like clay in the rain
But il stand defiant against it all
No one can tell me I didn't try
I just hope you get what you want
And you live happy before I die.
 
daniel laurence
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If I Died Tomorrow
 
if i died tomorrow
would you be hit by the sorrow
would you just shrug your shoulders
record my death and stick it in some folders
 
because if i die the world will continue
but not just for the others including you
but also for tom dick and harry
and even for that man standing on his larry
 
ofcourse i would be missed by some
not to see that would be dumb
but looking back at the times ive had
my life has not been that bad
 
so if i died tomorrow
nothing more i would borrow
another breath i would not take
so listen to me for goodness sake
 
i dont regret my life
even if it has been a bit of a strife
and if i dont regret it
not even one little bit
 
then why should u care if i die
why should you even let out a sigh
you should care because i am dead inside
because i have made people crie
 
i have cause accidents and solved some
and cause people to become scum
i made people swear and curse
and caused myself a increadible thirst
 
ive caused fights between friends
when the solution was just round the bend
ive lost friends and gained new ones
and caused people to hold there tongues
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yes ive caused many incidents
and ive never made a mint
my problems are nothing to be proud off
some may say they made me soft
 
but i am what i am
an what you think of me i dont give a damn
because if i died tomorrow
then everyone i know would feel sorrow
 
daniel laurence
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Im In Love
 
I’m in love is that what this is this truly what I’m felling
It’s for you and only you its why my heart is beating
I can’t keep my mind of you it’s just impossible to do
You just make me feel complete like no other can
 
The love it’s flowing out of me from the floor to ceiling
And the wonderful feeling I get from every meeting
It’s just the way I feel for no other no one just you
You and your smile alone can make me feel bigger than any man
 
Your making me laugh I don’t think you even mean to
Making me smile from ear to ear of which I can not help
You’re making my ego large just by letting me know that you love me
And the thing is you don’t even have to say anything I just know
 
And now the question begs would I ever let you go NO
When someone says that I don’t love you they expect me to be a welp
Because I’m not a welp I do love you they just don’t see
And now Ive expressed myself I think its time to go on the down low
 
daniel laurence
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Is This Our Life?
 
Now a day we judge by faces
What people do in certain places
About some people we see and complain
Even tough we see the face but know not the name
 
Some police turn corrupt
High morale girl turned into a slut
People would now rather tell a lie
Then tell the truth which makes me sigh
 
The good gentleman is now a myth
Watch the average man you’ll get my drift
And the perfect lady is also gone
With now skirts short rather than dress’s long
 
People no longer care about others worldwide
And if they do then Ive just lied
But they no longer care what happens
As long as they can eat and there stomachs fatten
 
And it also makes me feel disgust
That now so many people feel petty lust
And if you’re reading this and thinking god that’s me
I’m just glad that now you see
 
daniel laurence
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It's All About You
 
you are and always are my best female friend
you can fix up my broken day its unhappiness you can mend
your always fun and your always smiling
you make my heart feel like its flying
 
you can sometimes be down and upset
but ive been able to help ever since we met
i know how to make you happy when your sad
but i think i prefer to see you going a little bit mad
 
i see you everday at school or in my thoughts
and those times a smile for me theyve brought
your like my chocolate bar your sweet inside
people like you are really hard to find
 
making you happy makes me smile
and it hurts to see you sad even if its only for a while
but just for you id walk for a mile
even if you are a bit of a trial
 
but the fact are you worth it all
wether the happiness is big or small
i dont care cause its for you
and for you id do it all
 
daniel laurence
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Its Her
 
People love her
she loves many
she's a friend to many more
and others will do anything for her
as beautiful as a sunset
precious as a diamond
as valuble as gold
smarter than anyone old
 
she's not the sharpest woman
but it makes her look innocent
and her Innocence is too cute
it can calm a dangerous brute
 
her face the best of all
skin - sheets of silk
eye's - fallen stars
mouth - the entrence to paradise
 
her face was painted by gods
her personality made by happy hearts
her smile.... it cant be described
to look at her is to feel like to fly
 
lose yourself in her beauty
look into gemma
just to good to be true
but i still love you
 
daniel laurence
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Its Just Her
 
She's like a drug
she gets me high and keeps me addicted
she stays a rose among the weeds
and a light in the dark
a thought of her makes me feel safe
being with her makes me feel heavenly
just seeing her is a wonderful sight to see
she gives all she can and asks for nothing back
shes beautiful but wont admit it
she's perfection
she's the reason i have hope
she's the reason i stay
she's the reason i wake every day
she's just amazing and no one can say otherwise
as she is perfect in my eyes
 
daniel laurence
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Its The Way You Treat Me
 
you make me happy you can make me sad
you keep me good youve turned me bad
but each time you do i like you more and more
you touch my heart deep in the core
 
anyone can make me smile anyone can make me cry
but only you can make me feel like a special guy
you do those things that no one understands
and make yourself unexplored lands
 
but as i see you everyday
i think to myself that to me your always ok
but your more than that arnt you
because everyday you make me berable too
 
youre the only one that can
and the only one that can understand me
and what id like to say is that
you mean everything to me dont you see.
 
daniel laurence
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Just Like Me
 
im sitting here writing this crying
my soul inside me is dying
why oh why is it dying
i just felt sad all of a sudden
 
what is wrong with me i didnt feel this way earlier
this moring i was fine i felt the joy
but i sapose that now im a child without a toy
i dont know what brought it on tell me god why? 
 
what is happening to me i feel alone
my heart isnt a organ it is a stone
it isnt envy or guilt or even love
no love that is a strange thing isnt it you can lose it so easy
 
but it wasnt any of those things at all
i just feel alone like i no longer have a home
each morning i feel like i slept on a floor
and each day i look up i am alone so i have to moan  
 
im mean i think all of this is because of love
i mean have you ever been in love cause well i am
for you have you had a turtle dove
i bet for you it turned out good 
 
then have our hearts broken
by the ones we love
so i wrote this because of my love this is a token
you can use this wisely and shape your life around it
 
and all though i told you your heart is still as cold as snow
for me you dont want to know
so i will search for someone else
someone else who is like my self
 
daniel laurence
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Life Goes On And On And On
 
Life goes on and on and on
 
Not all things of life may live
Towards heaven and hell there souls they must give
 
There are many things we have killed
There is never enough said
And yet the grain of life is still milled
And is still made into our lords daily bread
 
And the baby’s that where born that day
They will still cry for the mother’s attention
The parents will complain all they may
And yet to family and friends it’s all they will mention
 
There will always be those that are young
There will always be those of the old
Both have seen many things
But towards the world they eyes will never grow cold
 
And yet all the time life goes on
No one is strong enough to change it
Because the world is held together by love
And that love is true to one little bit
 
daniel laurence
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Light Of The Fire
 
As the daytime sun draws closer to rest
The light still lingers
The loving heat of a sun loved bliss turning cold
My heat refrained by my fire
 
My fire now alight
The crackle and snap of the wood so burnt
It provides my heat that the day sun will not
My friend in this increasing darkness
My companion whilst I tread upon my thoughts and memories
My item of the real world in my abundance of life
 
I see in my mind a many things lit by my fire
My friends the ones whom shall never judge me only love me
My partner the one who I shall always love and hope she does in return
My family particular to my cousins so young and unprepared
Waiting for me to help them through
And also my enemies the people who would hurt me and I would be happy to
hurt in return
But I smile upon them, for if not for them how would I know what trust is
 
All my thoughts relate to a fire as for one spark and the whole thing can be burnt
But without the burning of flames ignited how would I live my Life?
Time to return now to tend my fire large it has grown such has life
Both need tending to see them continue and to keep me warm and satisfied for
at least a bit longer.
 
daniel laurence
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Lycanthrope
 
The moon calls to me
A dark message of the wolfs howl
A yellow moonlight feed to me
The strength in me grows
A power i not often feel consumes my being
 
A fear of me develops in the hearts of men
The women dare not approach me
Priests curse me to send me to hell
All as my senses raise as i await for attack
 
a Light of dim approaches
I run
 
Faster deeper into the unknown
were darkness consumes even the most bold of hearts
and death grasps the souls of the righteous
 
The light continues to follow its demise
 
a crack of sticks under foot
The shuffling of creatures unknown
The hiss of the silent unknown wind
 
The unwary approach me
 
Unknowing of there death resides in the darkness
 
She becomes visible in the yellow moonlight
her beauty is revealed
brown hair
green eyes
her soul untormenting
 
My heart begs to leave her unharmed
The taint inside forever grows though
so i approach her
death approaches her
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My howl to weaken the hearts of the strongest
though she stands firm with love in her heart
 
My taint grows ever stronger
My murderous rage ready for another unwelcome soul
But yet she remains calm
Love remains in her heart
 
I howl ready once again to take life
But the rage
 
It is gone
 
Warmth returns to my blood
My heart resumes control
My form of the natural and once again i can love
 
She had placed a hand on the chest of a beast
and that hands remains still on the chest of a man
 
I have been saved from the beast
and i love her for it
 
But the beast remains
resting now
 
the beast now no longer answers to the moon
the beast now tamed answers to love.
 
daniel laurence
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Mine
 
I love the happiness I feel
Nothing is wrong all goes right
I could spend a happy day
And exciting week
Or one just perfect night
 
Of all of them I choose her, him and her
My three I need
Known over years, months and weeks
Not a time needs change
And not one needs to be different
Happiness they have freed
 
People can look at us
People can hate and complain
I care little
I sit, I smile
Because change I wont
I remain the same
 
Waking up ready and early
Happy and strong
Ready for life
Ready forever
Just to fight to be happy
To sit with my three I love
The three about who I care
 
daniel laurence
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My Life My Smile
 
My life my smile
 
I am nout but a teenage boy
I like to sit at my window and write
Listen to the many sounds of the birds
Thinking life is now my toy
 
So now I sit at my window
Looking at my front garden pond
Look up at the church steeple
And now I smile at what I see down low
 
A woman has just walked by
She’s holding an ipod in her hand
She looks happy in her blue jeans and white trainers
Whilst she walks she looks at the sky
 
And now I also look at the sky
It makes me grin from ear to ear
I can see the blue sky with no clouds
And I think wonderful and I feel as if I can fly
 
daniel laurence
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My Love
 
and i shall share my love with her
she shall share her love with me
as it is better to share my love and have the world see
than for the world to see my sorrow
and live the lonely life of denouncing my love
 
and yesterday, today and tomorrow i have declared my love
and i have let it be known
that i love my love and like a bird i have perched on her heart and none shall
scare me away
 
daniel laurence
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My Special Gemma
 
I remember this girl is was with once
i remember her name was gemma
i remember her laugh, so happy
and always so beautiful
so smart and so kind
she really was a type hard to find
 
they where my happiest days
and one i remember so true
there where for of us
but i just wanted us two
it was cold but she still smiled
and she shiverd so so much
but i enjoyed myself none the less
her hands so soft to touch
 
she truly is a thing of beauty
one i havent seen rivaled
shes to modest to admit it
amd gemma thats what she's called
 
P.S. if you see her tell her i love her
 
daniel laurence
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My Winter Season
 
The calm after the storm
A beautiful thing
Orange autumn sky
Wet green grass
Dead brown leaves
A few little birds still sing
 
The temperature is low
Im not complaining
This atmosphere makes me happy
I can wear all my warm clothes
The people are calm
My energy is no longer draining
 
The parks are all empty
The rivers start to ice
Cars frost over
Day turns to night
The season is bad but the mood nice
 
The frost now covers the ground
The trees with leaves no more
Its always mellow now a day
The cold has set in to stay now
My mind starts to go astray
 
This season is my own
The year is almost over
It won't be long now until its over
I don't want it to end
Spring will come soon with the first little clover
 
My love for this time has no reason
I just don't want it to do
All year around I've looked forward to now
Its my time right now
My beautiful season
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National Study Of Physiology
 
Living in england just isnt what it used to be
Were living in a messed up parliamentary democracy
And to be telling the truth is now to be constricted
That is the results of my National study of Physiology
 
 
My study is of how everybody lives and work
But every movment I take im being followed
I get someone to tell the truth, there killed
And once again the nation is in sorrow
 
We are still a country with a constitutional monarchy
And the queen just comes out on a special occasion
Just looking on letting parliament close down free will
And still I carry on with my National study of Physiology
 
It now seems every day there a murder or death on the news
Its either caused by some disagrement from ethnic race’s
Another country have a brand new war
But then straight back to local where its caused by booze’s
 
And now I think I have my results of my National study of Physiology
And I can now leave with my keen understanding of my bioloigy.
 
daniel laurence
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Perfection
 
how can you describe perfection
i think perfect is a group of things
and what is the group name for those
i think the name for all perfectionis gemma
 
joyfull, happy, fun
kind, generous, friendly
emotional, beautiful, cute
sexy, smiling, wonderful
like a star, angel and godess
 
she's worth arguing about
she's worth the trouble
because she's got this look
of which i cannot describe
maybe its a face of love maybe of perfection
 
no its the face
of my most wonderful gemma
whom is undoubtetly
PERFECTION
 
daniel laurence
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Sharing The World Love
 
Sharing the world love is what we all need to do
This is why I am writing this poem from me to you
There are some people in the world waiting for it to appear
The drunken man needs it rather than being intoxicated with beer
 
Now let’s talk about some places of the world starting with France
When I went to France I once met a man called lance
I now it sounds stupid how it wouldn’t happen but bear with me
Now let me tell you but lance was blind so we all know he could see
 
And because of that people said that lance would never love
And that finding someone who could love him would be tough
But I went out about Paris with him spreading the word of his personality
And by the end of the week he found someone despite his disability
 
Now I think I’ll move on to when I went to Italy and to the capital Rome
Back to the capital of Christianity and where the pope sits on his throne
Where I found a young hopeless catholic by the name of Paul Dove
Who like the others I will tell you of, had a lot of trouble with love
 
He’d had relationships before but not like his last
He’d loved her and proposed but she rejected him and left him very fast
He felt like his life had just collapsed around him that he had nothing left
But onwards he just managed to keep to going and the rest of his life he kept
 
But it was to much in the end the went to a high spot to end it
And whilst he was there he was shocked to see at the corner of the building
where I sit
I said do you really want to jump off her and so we sat and talked
I don’t know where he is know but I know away from a messy end he walked
 
And then in my travels I decided id travel to Barcelona
Once again by myself still as a loner
I straight away headed to the beach and whilst I was there I saw trouble
There was a woman drowning losing oxygen almost on her last bubble
 
Automatically I swam out to save her a bring her back to shore
And when id dived to save her a brought her back up she looked in awe
She looked at me and said I didn’t know there where men like you left
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And those are the first words I heard when we met
 
And she said let me reward you properly when we get back to shore
Little did I know she was a 20 euro whore
She got out of the ocean took me back to the house and stripped to the nude
But I couldn’t do it so I left with the words im not in the mood
And that’s when my journey brought me back home to my England
Where the people are happy whilst the men drink and the youth make a new
band
And this is where I felt different as if there was something her for me that Ive
now found
And there she was straight in my face and she was speaking her mind rather
loud
 
And I stopped I watched waiting to speak with her
And at the end of the day she stopped faced me and said can I help you good sir
And I replied yes what where you doing just then
And she replied my lord give a brain to these simple men
 
She said to me Ive been spreading the word of a man who’s helped many in
other lands
And I replied who is this man let the information swap hands
And she replied all I know of his name is Daniel Laurence
And his quest for helping people has an amazing endurance
 
I replied with a smile I my dear am Daniel Laurence
And my quest is the one with the incredible endurance
She was awed in amazement she claimed I love what you’re doing it’s amazing
And she smiled at me with her smile dazzling
 
And so we talk for the rest of the night
The way we looked at each other was an extraordinary sight
And now where together in a people helping partnership
But also I found her so wonderful were now in a relationship
 
This shows that even the one helping can’t help them selves
But will always need someone else to help ring there bells
And I just hope that you can follow this story of selflessness
And then help others rather than just helping your selves
 
daniel laurence
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Sorrow Song Of A Soul
 
Hearts of a lonely person do cry a sorrow filled song
My heart shall cry my lyrics of a song of pain
Whilst hearts around do differ, Mine for longer grows stiffer as treated to love it
is not.
Time we spend together I wish for once more
As my heart is ill, sick with desertion of a warm touch
As though a pain grips it tight within the talons of an eagle and death grabs it
from the abyss.
My song is one of sad times filled with pain and hurt, dedication is a luxury kept
from me
Musical accompaniment to my heart is your words, we can never be
As your heart submits to your mind, the minds of others to decide on yours.
It hurts me more to see you shamed as we can hold, kiss and touch though we
cannot
And the only time we now see our hearts wish’s is when I see you in a dream
Touching my soul with a kiss, giving it life, to love you once again.
 
daniel laurence
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White Sparrow
 
white sparrow you see me standing
you could kill me without landing
your wing is just as long as a man
you are as cold as a snowy day
 
you have come here from heaven
you must of as you fight my devil's
your feathers turn slowly black with my sin
and yet you stay beautiful as always
 
my sin is like a ciggerate it will turn you black inside
but you cannot die as you are one in your own
you came from heaven so your holy arent you
god sent you for me so you must do what you must do
 
my heart was never red nor white but black
i was born with my sin and also that of my kin
but white sparrow you have taken that from me
and now you are dying you turned black whilst i change to white
 
oh my lord what a sight it must be to see
a boy like me clean  of all carrying a bird of sin
i am carrying you white sparrow your heart is no longer cold
and your body no longer white nor wings large
 
but white sparrow you will not die, no you will not
for you white sparrow you came from heaven for me
when i picked my child's name people laughed you did not
you looked at my child in his cot and nodded now you cant
 
for white sparrow you dont belong with me not anymore
your must leave for heaven and recover to help others
so farewell white sparrow il missy you my saviour
now go to that sin filled woman and help her
 
for white sparrow i will look for you as you continue
for white sparrow i will see you in heaven....goodbye
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Your Love As A Kiss
 
Tears do thaw my frozen heart
as how warm your kiss caress's my emotions
though such a kiss passes me
and my love remains emotionless
crouched behind a viel of my history
Take my love but this time
keep my love and share such a kiss
share with me such a love of my desire
as no moment shared between us i could express my love
but with out your kiss my love goes uncaressed
as all but you have seen but passed forwards
though my love had stopped your approuch
and if you shall share my kiss
then we both shall share a love to rival the love of the gods
as we cant fight our love burning with passion
so give me your heart and you shall take mine
and our love shall be internal and all shall know
 
daniel laurence
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